
Wakely goes beyond the numbers.  

Spotlighting our newest product, WAHOO, that supports payers and 

providers participating in alternative payment models. Taking actuarial

-backed analytics to drive operational and financial improvement. 

• Reporting and dashboards highlighting key drivers of financial success 

• Benchmarking performance along with patient and provider level dashboards 

• Key population health metrics to drive population outcomes 

• Risk adjustment and quality trending and opportunity analytics 

• Market profiles to drive your product and APM strategy   

• Consulting wrap-around services to drive overall product and APM success 

To learn more visit:  

www.wakely.com/services/product/wakely-analytics-health-operations-optimization-wahoo 

https://www.wakely.com/services/product/wakely-analytics-health-operations-optimization-wahoo


NEXT STEPS Please reach out to products@wakely.com with any questions or to 
schedule a demonstration of our analytics and operations platform.

ATLANTA • DENVER • MINNEAPOLIS • NEW YORK • PHOENIX • TAMPA • WAKELY.COM

OVERVIEW OF WAHOO
WAHOO dashboard technology, reporting, and consulting services 
connect data-driven analytics to operations, centralize and control 
sensitive data flow, and leverage tactical tools to increase member 
and provider engagement and drive profitability. WAHOO enables 
payers and providers to manage member or patient and physician 
risk. This leads to increased market share and savings that are then 
re-invested back into product offerings and attractive sales payment 
models.

Dashboards for All Levels of an Organization
The WAHOO framework features three levels of dashboards:

� Executives
� Operational Leaders
� Tactical Analytics

Dashboards flow from a centralized data mart and are easy to use. 
Saving you time, while knowing where to focus and how to compare 
performance against competition, will drive the success of your busi-
ness.

Member and Provider Level Profilers
An important function of WAHOO is member and provider level 
profiling, which gives organizations the ability to rank members and 
providers by key financial, operational, and clinical metrics. This tool 
was designed to help operational leaders fix root processes, increase 
both member and patient satisfaction, and optimize financial results.

Risk Adjustment, HEDIS, and Rx Adherence Profiling
WAHOO provides detailed risk adjustment suspect lists as well as 
gaps in care. Using historical medical claims and pharmacy records, 
revenue opportunity is then estimated and stratified based on the 
source and frequency of data corresponding to the clinical gap. The 
suspect lists will inform organizations where to focus in order to help 
improve the accuracy of risk scores, quality of care, and star ratings.

Consulting Wrap-Around Services
Analytics alone can’t drive strategy and execution. WAHOO con-
sulting wrap-around services help organizations identify trends and 
contextualize results. Includes monthly meetings with operational 
leaders, quarterly meetings with executives, annual deep dive market 
analysis, and 10 hours of ad-hoc consulting per month to help drive 
operational results.
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